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Abstract

Objectives: To design and develop the Multi-layer Multipath Data Forwarding Routing (M2DFR) protocol for Underwater Wireless Sensor Network which controls the water depth, node mobility and can enhance the overall performance.

Method/Analysis: M2DFR is based on three phases, one is design of architecture under which the deployment of the nodes are shown, second is the initialization phase which develops the multipath route selection mechanism between seabed source nodes to ordinary nodes which are deployed in the lower depth to upper layer; Acoustic Powerful Nodes (APNs) deployed in upper depth in fixed way in layers to surface sink nodes which are deployed on water surface, the route selection for multipath is based on RREQ/RREP through Weight Calculation Mechanism (WCM). Third phase focuses the data forwarding phase under which the shortest WCM is selected and from this route packets are forwarded from source nodes to sink nodes.

Findings: Most of the existing protocols are unable to overcome the problem of water depth controlling, uncontrolled node mobility.

Applications/Improvements: M2DFR is designed to extract the information from the bottom of the sea with its applications like: gold, oil/gas and minerals. The improved performance of M2DFR is measured with CBE2R and EMGGR.
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1. Introduction

To design the routing protocol in underwater environment is one of the challenging tasks, because in underwater environment there is majority number of issues like: Water pressure, acoustic channel limitation, sensor node battery power problem, long distance from water surface to seabed, water current, 3D deployment and uncontrollable node mobility\(^\text{2-4}\). Designing of routing protocol in underwater environment is the major focus of the network based researchers due to its valuable application based information like: finding of coal mines, gold, oil/gas, minerals, diamond etc\(^\text{5-7}\). In underwater environment the four types of the nodes are used, one is sink node which almost is deployed on water surface, the courier nodes or underwater vehicles which are deployed in underwater environment, the ordinary nodes which are also deployed in underwater and the source nodes which are almost deployed at the seabed level\(^\text{8-12}\). The acoustic channel is used for packets forwarding because the RF and fiber optical based channel can't work properly in underwater environment due to its limitations in underwater environment\(^\text{13-16}\). In underwater environment the water depth controlling, deployment of nodes and controlling of node mobility still needs improvement, though majority of the routing protocols are designed for
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controlling of these issues. This research article presents the Multi-layer Multipath Data Forwarding Routing (M2DFR) protocol which controls the water depth, node mobility and deployment issues. Detailed discussion of the M2DFR is presented in Section 3.

2. Related Work

In this section we present the operation of the related routing protocol which resembled with M2DFR. The problems faced by existing routing protocols are also mentioned in this section.

Hop-by-Hop Depth Addressing Based Routing (H2-DAB) protocol as mentioned in controls the water depth with dynamic addressing mechanism to the nodes from seabed to water surface. H2-DAB deploy the nodes from sea surface to seabed with some usage of courier nodes. 3D deployment mechanism has been adapted by H2-DAB. The route development mechanism is based on depth addressing mechanism. It is observed from the operation of H2-DAB that when network becomes sparse due to water pressure and node mobility the overall performance becomes reduced.

Multi-layer Routing Protocol (MRP) as given in controls the water depth through formation of layers, MRP deployed the super nodes in upper and lower depth of water, the authors of the MRP deployed the ordinary nodes at the lower depth of the water, the layering addressing ID mechanism is used for to route the packets from source nodes which are deployed at seabed to sink nodes which are deployed on water surface. MRP loses its performance due to uncontrollable node mobility because due to small interest area the node mobility resets the network in couple of minutes.

Energy-efficient Multipath Grid-based Geographic Routing (EMGGR) protocol controls the water depth through formation of the multiple 3D grids. The protocol operation is based on the three phases, these phases are: gateway election mechanism, updating of gateways election mechanism, and data forwarding. For data forwarding the nodes are deployed in different cells of 3D grid under which the gateway election for particular cell is to be elected by xyz addressing mechanism and through creation of the multipath the data packets are forwarded from source to sink node. EMGGR focuses the formation of the 3D grids in underwater environment is just hypothesis, in real scenario such kind of methodology is not possible due to node mobility and underwater pressure.

Clustered Based Energy Efficient Routing (CBE2R) protocol as discussed in CBE2R control the water depth through use of courier nodes and formation of layers from water surface to seabed. The authors of the CBE2R have deployed the ordinary nodes at the bottom layer of the water and deployed the ordinary nodes at the bottom layer towards seabed, the courier nodes has been deployed in fixed way at each layer, whereas the multiple sink nodes are deployed on the water surface. The packets forwarding mechanism of the CBE2R is based on the cluster formation with lower weight values. It is observed that when network becomes sparse the performance of CBE2R is not reasonable.

Reliable Multipath Energy Efficient Routing (RMEER) protocol also controls the water depth through multiple layer formation mechanism and use of static courier nodes. The multipath packets forwarding mechanism has been adapted at seabed level from source to static courier nodes to sink nodes. Source nodes are deployed at the seabed level whereas courier nodes are deployed on multiple layers in fixed way from sea surface to seabed. Courier nodes are the powerful nodes and having high battery power, courier nodes collects the information from source nodes through ordinary nodes and forwards that information towards sink nodes which are deployed on sea surface. In RMEER the deployment of the fixed courier nodes throughout the water from sea surface to seabed is the complicated mechanism and is expensive one. RMEER only works on vertical modem; if network becomes sparse then there is need of the horizontal modem; so the performance of RMEER in sparse network is not so reasonable.

3. Multi-layer Multipath Data Forwarding Routing (M2DFR)

This section focuses the proposed routing protocol M2DFR with proposed architecture, initialization phase, and data forwarding mechanism.

3.1 Network Architecture

Figure 1 focuses the network architecture of the M2DFR. In M2DFR, the water depth of the sea water which is 15 Km from sea surface to seabed is divided into upper depth (12 Kms) and the lower depth (3 Kms). In upper
depth the 3 layers are formed with equal size of the 4 Kms and the fixed Acoustic Powerful Nodes (APNs) are deployed on each layer in fixed way. The sink nodes which are the destination nodes are deployed on the water surface and are connected between each other through Radio Frequency signaling (RF). Sink nodes collects the application based data from courier nodes and forward that data to the data storage center. The source nodes are deployed at the seabed which collects the information from the seabed and forward it to the APNs through ordinary nodes. Ordinary nodes make the multipath between source nodes to upper depth layer of APNs as shown in Figure 1. In underwater environment the acoustic channel is used to forward the data packets. The acoustic modem covers the vertical and horizontal data forwarding mechanism.

### 3.2 Initialization Phase

In this phase the multipath between source nodes and APNs has been developed through ordinary nodes. The source nodes are placed at the seabed where as ordinary nodes are deployed in lower depth of water. If source nodes have the data packets then source node will forward the RREQ packet to all the ordinary nodes and when all the nodes will receive the RREQ, the every node will forward the RREP to the source node after making the multipath between bottom layers of APNs from the upper depth. Every route which is developed between source nodes to APNs is based on Weight Calculation Mechanism (WCM). WCM is based on distance (d) and minimum number of hops (hs). The WCM is shown in Equation 1.

\[
WCM = d + s
\]  
Equation (1)

The multipath development mechanism and WCM assigning mechanism is shown in Figure 2.

### 3.3 Data Forwarding Mechanism

The data forwarding mechanism is based on the route selection with shortest WCM as shown in Figure 2. The WCM is assigned to every link after forwarding the RREQ and RREP from source to APNs. The source node will look the shortest WCM during forwarding of the RREQ and receiving the RREP. The shortest WCM for packets forwarding is shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 2, after the assigning of the WCM which is based on d in meters and hs (hops). The calculation mechanism is based on minimum number of hops and the shortest distance. Figure 3 focuses the route selection w.r.t minimum WCM which is:

\[
Source \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow 4 \rightarrow APN
\]

After the shortest route selection through WCM, the source nodes will forward the data packets through shortest route, when APNs receive the data packets, the APNs with it highly Power Generation Mechanism (HPM) will forward the data packets to upward APNs and in this way the data packets will be received by the surface sink nodes. From sink nodes the data further forwarded to the data storage center. M2DFR specially is designed for collection of gold, oil/gas and valuable minerals base data.
4. Performance Analysis

M2DFR is benchmarked with CBE2R and EMGGR. The performance analysis is measured in terms of network throughput, packets delivery ratio, network lifetime and end-to-end delay. For performance analysis the NS2.30 with AquaSim package simulator is used. The NS2.30 with AquaSim is set on parameters which are shown in Table 1.

4.1 Network Throughput

Network throughput can be measured in kilobits per seconds and is the cumulative response of entire network data received by sink nodes. Network throughput of M2DFR is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the M2DFR is compared with CBE2R and EMGGR.

In Figure 4, that network throughput of M2DFR is higher than CBE2R and EMGGR because M2DFR controls the water in efficient way due to division of water depth into upper and lower. The use of APNs also enhances the network throughput due to its HPM. On the other hand the network throughput of CBE2R and EMGGR is lower than M2DFR because CBE2R is only based on vertical modem and forward the data only vertical manner, it observed from the performance of the CBE2R that when due to water pressure network becomes sparse the overall network throughput becomes degraded. EMGGR response in network through put is slow due to gateway election mechanism and formation of the 3D grids because both are time consuming.

4.2 Packets Delivery Ratio

Packets delivery ratio means the ratio between data send from source nodes and data received by the sink nodes. The PDR is measured in %, the PDR for M2DFR is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5 the PDR of M2DFR is higher than CBE2R and EMGGR because the M2DFR uses the stable multipath route selection mechanism with less number of overheads. The WCM enhances the PDR of M2DFR. On other hand the packets PDR for CBE2R and EMGGR is lower than M2DFR because CBE2R only rely on assumed weight values from source to sink node which reduces the PDR. The PDR of EMGGR is lower than proposed protocol because it uses the 3D grid formation mechanism which is not the stable mechanism especially for underwater environment.

4.3. Network Lifetime

Network lifetime is defined when any ordinary node or APN die earlier due to energy depletion. The network lifetime can be measured in seconds. The network lifetime of M2DFR is shown in Figure 6.

The network lifetime of M2DFR is higher than CBE2R and EMGGR because in M2DFR the use of APNs

---

Table 1. Simulation setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>2000 m × 2000 m × 2000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Total nodes</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Total distance from water surface to seabed</td>
<td>15 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Upper depth layer distance</td>
<td>4 Kms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lower depth distance</td>
<td>3 Kms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Modem used (MAC)</td>
<td>802.11-DYNAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Number of layers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Transmission range</td>
<td>100 m to 150 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1000 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and WCM enhances the network lifetime of proposed protocol. The network lifetime of CBE2R is lower than M2DFR because CBE2R uses the poor node selection mechanism through weight value mechanism under which node moves every time from its data forwarding route due to node mobility and will drop the packets and will die early. On other hand the network lifetime of EMGGR is lower than proposed protocol because water pressure affects the 3D grid formation mechanism.

4.4 Average End-to-End Delay

Average end-to-end delay is defined the delay at the sink nodes for arriving of packets from all the source nodes. The average end-to-end delay is measured in seconds. The average end-to-end delay of M2DFR is shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the average end-to-end delay of M2DFR is lower than CBE2R and EMGGR because the use of fast APNs with HPM reduces the average end-to-end delay. On other hand the end-to-end delay of CBE2R is higher than proposed protocol because the weight value and cluster formation mechanism takes the highly time. The EMGGR end-to-end delay is higher than proposed protocol because the 3D grid formation mechanism and gateway election mechanism within cells takes the larger time.

5. Conclusion

This research article presents the novel designing of M2DFR proposed protocol; the operation of the proposed protocol is based on network architecture, initialization and data forwarding phases. In network architecture the deployment of the sink nodes, APNs, ordinary nodes and source nodes is presented with upper depth and lower depth of water. The initialization phases focus the multipath route development mechanism through RREQ/RREP and WCM. Through WCM the values are assigned to every link between source nodes to APNs through ordinary nodes. In data forwarding phase the data is forwarded by selected shortest route through WCM from source to APNs to sink nodes. The performance analysis of M2DFR is based on network throughput, PDR, network lifetime, and average end-to-end delay. The performance analysis of M2DFR is better than CBE2R and EMGGR.
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